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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Preview Fall Classroom Assignments Prior to Enrollment 

RCS works diligently to assign Centrally Scheduled Classrooms that meet the instructional design and pedagogy for
each class section. To foster the best student experience, we encourage instructors to review their assigned spaces
early to confirm classroom features and ensure suitability for their needs. Proactively identifying classroom issues early
(e.g., accessibility concerns and classroom layout) gives RCS more flexibility to accommodate room swap requests.  

Shopping Carts for Fall 2024 opened on March 1 with the Schedule of Classes, and enrollment appointments will roll
out from April 1 to April 17 for returning students. The main function of Shopping Carts is to save class information,
aiding students in planning their schedules by exploring section options and reviewing conflicts and availability. Ideally,
students will enter their enrollment appointments with a prepared Shopping Cart containing a complete schedule,
along with backup options in case their first choices are unavailable. 

Any room swap requests should be made before enrollment to minimize disruptions to student schedules and the
classes that they have enrolled in. Moving rooms, class times, or locations after students have finalized their selections
(and especially after the term has started) can have a significant impact on their schedules. 

https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b044f7dbe97ffbb98b6c7b5e5a7e669743d1859e567593cda8ad7afff9fc5acc289d0dd74480c6646b0b76c1423a4d08633
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b04a815890e452e54383eee1c759386cff6b9e47f2ae40b4fb7a94099126414e4905e1650904a231a97e76ff36cbc9e23f7
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b043577f51bb8a9d1970baec7c45232d1bb4ff63671077b1e132999b7f200de1ac3c436445086990c6b6308312b255d4b68
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b042599b82a996f1d7c6b3c3b88cf176523426be66de153bf98d09cec13ada4f4d41d333291dcc4167e36bc108418fd439e


By reviewing classroom assignments early, we can work together to create an optimal learning environment while
minimizing disruptions for our students. To learn more about student enrollment visit the How to Register for Classes
page.   

Resolving ‘Class Status: Tentative’ and Unpublished Sections 

Now that Shopping Carts are open and the enrollment period is fast approaching, remember that a class setup is not
complete if certain essential data fields are left empty. Classes with class setups left incomplete are marked with a class
status of Tentative and do not appear in the published Schedule of Classes. Missing data that triggers a Tentative status
includes:  

No room assignment 
Incomplete meeting pattern 
Contact minute noncompliance 
Unapproved DYN or Live Online 
Courses missing a required component 

To prevent the complications that come with changing student schedules after enrollment, sections marked Tentative,
are not published in the Schedule of Classes, are not searchable, and enrollment is prevented. RCS staff have contacted
department schedulers through email to identify class sections missing essential data and have set the necessary class
sections to Class Status: Tentative. Once corrections are made, the class status will be updated to Active and the class
section will be open for view in the Schedule of Classes.   

Save the Date: Winter 2024 & Spring 2025 Open Scheduling Kickoff Webinar 

April 30, 2024, 1—2 p.m.  

Join the RCS team on Tuesday, April 30, from 1-2 p.m. to learn what’s new for the Winter 2024 and Spring 2025 open
scheduling cycle with student-centered DYN session alignment, a preview of the new interactive classroom map, and a
“sneak peek” at progress on the project to reimagine classroom scheduling. Bring your questions or submit them in
advance to rcshelp@arizona.edu.   

Our Open Scheduling Kickoff Webinars are designed to offer current updates, procedure changes, and to field
questions from our department scheduling partners. These webinars are designed to work together with the UAccess
Student: Managing the Schedule of Classes training (offered in Edge Learning) to develop the skills and knowledge
needed to successfully create the Schedule of Classes.  

REGISTER FOR OPEN SCHEDULING KICKOFF WEBINAR

https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b04aebb74dac7adcaea9116a2c2640a91e7548f0184d85020f0b409c9333c4e7b4e99da7f8a059b07beec9d9fb1bec0d2ed
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b0461d5a077a49e502caae7fce8b488845c46457c412ecd0119731dd64a025c412a5a0c3ec812ca0652957d455379f3a808
mailto:rcshelp@arizona.edu?subject=Question%20for%20Upcoming%20Open%20Scheduling%20Kickoff%20Webinar
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b04ee004d936a3cdc7e276c1404ae2dc772f26bca558f1b58234cf733e2588a4469939c15d123cd83986b883447610c262f
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b04ee004d936a3cdc7e276c1404ae2dc772f26bca558f1b58234cf733e2588a4469939c15d123cd83986b883447610c262f
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b04aebb74dac7adcaea9116a2c2640a91e7548f0184d85020f0b409c9333c4e7b4e99da7f8a059b07beec9d9fb1bec0d2ed


Coming Soon: Updated Classroom Website

In partnership with Classroom Technology Services (CTS), the Enterprise Geographic Information System (EGIS), and
Planning, Design & Construction (PDC), the Office of the Registrar is collaborating on a new, interactive map that will
allow users to explore the full inventory and features of Centrally Scheduled Classrooms (CSC) available on the main
campus. Interactive features of the map include the ability to search by building (number, name, and room), room
classification (lecture hall, seminar, collaborative classroom, etc.), seating capacity, and equipment (adjustable teaching
station, flat panel displays, etc.). Enhancing the user’s search experience, the new map locates the selected building,
then shows the floor plan and location of the classroom in the building.  

The Room and Course Scheduling team will utilize this
interactive map as a tool to provide University of Arizona
students, faculty, staff, and guests information on
classroom features and location as it relates to academic
classroom assignments and non-academic events such as
workshops, conferences, and organized student group
meetings. 

Once completed, the Office of the Registrar will manage the interactive Centrally Scheduled Classrooms (CSC)
inventory, with support from Classroom Technology Services (CTS) as technological equipment updates occur in
classrooms. With the transition of Student Admin Systems Group (SASG) functions into other units, the former list at
ctsrooms.arizona.edu will be replaced with the new map URL, to be accessed through the registrar.arizona.edu
website.  

SCHEDULING TIP

Section Form Success

Section Forms are a tool used to communicate necessary adds, changes, and cancellations to the Schedule of Classes
during closed scheduling. The RCS team has compiled some helpful recommendations (pay close attention to steps
9–13 on the Resource Guide) to ensure the section form includes the necessary information to efficiently process
forms in the order they are received. 

 Section Forms are available for any given term while the term is actively progressing as well as for the upcoming
term after the optimization process is completed. Currently, Section Forms for the spring, summer, and fall 2024
terms are available. 

https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b043ec91c2dd128b29e73e74828b284aeb31d8a3285b1cf6ca11b3d363f27635261cfa460cb81c54330a0365b3bf23c3710
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b0438cdf297aa54cb5aec704f56f1355601e8afa1805fba6a77d785f77f8ed68409ba9fdf4df5e4804e6f46ec74fc6bbb89
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b047f2dd155e28e45e372c6c1867e91fc8b0f2f6191e445f63ea329904e2284bd518d318afd3686ed797480dc10c713de8b


RESOURCE GUIDE:SECTION FORM SUCCESS

VIEW ALL RCS SCHEDULING TIPS

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

Aleksa Salazar

Start Date: October 2022
Major: Spanish
Job Duties: Assist with Section Forms, schedule events and
provide customer service via email and phone calls.
Favorite part of the job: Being able to work with other
students and staff members that make the job better.
Fun fact: I enjoy traveling, cooking and dancing.
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MAY
6

Open Scheduling Begins for Winter 2024 & Spring 2025
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https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b043ec91c2dd128b29e73e74828b284aeb31d8a3285b1cf6ca11b3d363f27635261cfa460cb81c54330a0365b3bf23c3710
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b041892d831c9b5691caf65be73a7b2ad99e747f71a113f44073920d4628ef35739f5e0165f80a0f879d0c90b7199010713
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b0451b81e980badc99073eb4e9ab27c0a6f0cb3c03d9062e521e4d3e787186fd86287447eb8cdf21e4437e048a54f507bd2
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b040b7048533bd49a03ac3fb242e83b96e4926a1775a01ca30445d41b48f2fe77af9f05ed28f0f841569efc10ffcfc3d880
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b043ec91c2dd128b29e73e74828b284aeb31d8a3285b1cf6ca11b3d363f27635261cfa460cb81c54330a0365b3bf23c3710
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b041892d831c9b5691caf65be73a7b2ad99e747f71a113f44073920d4628ef35739f5e0165f80a0f879d0c90b7199010713
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b04b1deefec22e7ca1c852a3692e94ae8a3c3eaf00d88d1fa916fcb80aeda7ec1d40a55aa2ee1b0cda9704ba23cf4f0457e
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b0451b81e980badc99073eb4e9ab27c0a6f0cb3c03d9062e521e4d3e787186fd86287447eb8cdf21e4437e048a54f507bd2
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b040b7048533bd49a03ac3fb242e83b96e4926a1775a01ca30445d41b48f2fe77af9f05ed28f0f841569efc10ffcfc3d880
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Land Acknowledgment

We respectfully acknowledge the University of Arizona is on the land and territories of Indigenous peoples. Today, Arizona is home to
22 federally recognized tribes, with Tucson being home to the O’odham and the Yaqui. Committed to diversity and inclusion, the

University strives to build sustainable relationships with sovereign Native Nations and Indigenous communities through education
offerings, partnerships, and community service.

https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=8306042fe32c6b040b7048533bd49a03ac3fb242e83b96e4926a1775a01ca30445d41b48f2fe77af9f05ed28f0f841569efc10ffcfc3d880
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